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Members of the Advisory Council and their areas of expertise are (l. to r. front row): Tom Ward (Accounting), Herman Grob (Auto Body), Marty Backues (Auto Mechanics), Fay Borgmeyer (Drafting), Rick Nadler (Machine Tool), Alex Riddles (Machine Tool), second row, William Pollock (Drafting), Joe Selden (Auto Mechanics), Richard Huse (Electronics), Susan Rentschler (Accounting), Joe Green (Machine Tool), third row, Don Treece (Auto Mechanics), William Toth (Electronics), Maj. James Pruitt (Aviation), Don Howser (Air Conditioning), Don Gelven (Air Conditioning), fourth row, Harry Blow (Electronics), Charles Haslag (Electronics), Mike Van Horn (Drafting), Lloyd Bowden (Accounting). Mr. Kliethermes tells an anecdote to the tour group.
[clockwise from top l.] Ed Ailor talks with Senator Ralph Uthlaut; Mr. Nie, Mr. Green, Mr. Nadler and Mr. Riddles discuss the machine tool program; Mr. Pollock presides at the meeting; Mr. Rakes thanks Senator Uthlaut for his support of Linn Tech; and Mr. Heckman and Mr. Grob take a coffee break.
Some of the occurrences that made the 1979-80 school year at Linn Tech unique

• There was a nuclear accident at Three Mile Island.

• Cathy Pfieffer joined the Women’s Outreach Program.

• The Shah of Iran went into exile; Iranian students took over the American Embassy in Tehran, keeping 50 Americans hostage.

• Phillip Vance won the Foosball tourney.

• Chrysler Corporation asked for and received government support.

• Electronics I won the softball and the volleyball tourneys.

• Gasoline prices went to more than a dollar a gallon.

• Steve Faron won the pool tournament.

• John Wayne died of cancer.

• More than 40 women students were on campus for the first time.

• Gold prices rose to $900 an ounce.

• The U.S.S.R. invaded Afganhistan.

• Carter and Kennedy were the major Democrats running for the Presidency. Reagan, Baker, Connally, Dole, Bush and Anderson were the Republican front runners.

• A mild winter. The first snow of any size did not fall until January 30, 1980.

LOKI. (Loh' Kee) In Norse mythology, Loki was the god of mischief. Though he was sometimes wicked with his practical jokes, he was very cunning and frequently helped the other Norse gods with their problems. In his spirit of fun and helpfulness, we name our yearbook LOKI.
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(top) Herbert Goettling and Steven Schamburg. (center) Terri Nabours. (bottom) Susan Bock.
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(top l.) Tom Linke and Roger Devenport; (top r.) Edward Stovall; (center) Chris Pace and Rick Tanksley; (bottom l. to r.) Wendell Johnson, Edward Stovall and Ken Clayton
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Gary Radmacher (top) and John Cavender (bottom) work on automatic transmissions
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[top] Bill Morsell and Denny McLaughlin; [bottom] Randy Lewis and Gary Radmacher
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(top) Marvin Maassen and Mike Kemper; (bottom) Bill Morsell and Hamid Javanbakhtian
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Eldon

(top) Mike Slenker and Scott Braunks at the computer; (bottom) Rex Mitchner gets help from a friend.
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Monahan, Mike O.
Marthasville

[top] Mayrma Sappington, Bill
Brooks and Rex Mitchner eat
lunch; [bottom] James Coats
works at his console.
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Robinson, Terry D.
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Sappington, Myrna
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Slener, Michael A.
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Wade, Carl D.
Quincy

[top] Rodney Hill and Bob Schuckmann look on as Craig Reith punches information into the computer; [bottom] Mr. Krive shows how to do it.
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Kennett

O'Connor, Calvin A.
Dexter
Phelps, Jeffrey G.
Troy
Pruesner, Jerry H.
New Haven

Schulte, Darrell
Meta
Stiefermann, Warren L.
Bonnotts Mill
Valleroy, Daniel M.
Ste. Genevieve

[top] Warren Stiefermann and Jeffrey Bristow; [bottom] Darrell Schulte
ACCOUNTING
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AIR CONDITIONING
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Norris, Bruce
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Columbia
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Gifford, Harvey L.
Mexico

Maize, L. Gregory
Atlanta

McDonald, Michael C.
Columbia

Moore, Jeffrey A.
Wellsville

Nichols, Eric D.
Hermann

Racker, Carl A.
Jefferson City

Watts, Brian K.
Roberts ville
AUTO MECHANICS
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Ashby, Jeffrey T.
Linn
Backues, Karen
Linn
Baker, Timothy R.
Bland

Benzabeh, Mohammed R.
Darma, Libya
Beyer, Robert L.
Dudley

Bottoms, Michael D.
Boonville
Britton, Jerry L.
St. Peters

Brunnert, Mark S.
Vienna
Buckman, David
Camdenton

Campbell, Lynn
Linn
Cobb, Kenny M.
Vandalia
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Courtney, David W.
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Cowan, Brian
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   Pacific
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Gill, Tim
   Bevier
Gooch, James K.
   Owensville

Heidbreder, Jim
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Hoxworth, Kevin
   O'Fallon

Hoyt, Tony
   Harrisburg
Jarvis, Mike
   O'Fallon
Masters, Larry
   Linn
McAfee, Jeff
   Linn
AUTO MECHANICS

McBride, Ricky
Linn
McCoy, Dennis
Kirkwood
Melton, Steve
Springfield
Meyers, Wes D. II
Vandalia

Milner, Gary
Wentzville
Morgret, Alan
Edina
Mosley, Michael
Hazelwood
Norris, Charles
Linn

Palmer, Rodney
Columbia
Pauck, Charles
Chamois
Pesselato, Mark
Columbia
Rardon, Archie
Polo

Ricketts, Bradford
Hallsville

Schulte, Jeff
Fenton
AUTO MECHANICS

Schweighauser, Hans
Fenton
Shea, James
Marceline

Soltani, Sedeh A.
Jefferson City
Starman, Robert
Louisiana

Stoops, Rocky
Summersville
Story, Brian
Gerald

Taylor, Tom
St. Louis
Van Treece, Shirley
St. Louis

Wilson, LaRon
St. Louis
Zimmerman, Allen
Bethany
AVIATION

Adair, Lawrence W.
Rolla

Behnen, Mitchell A.
Linn

Darnell, David
Bowling Green
Fisher, Mark D.
Willow Springs

Geile, Steven G.
Perryville
Hampton, Clifford D.
Jefferson City

Hawkinberry, Richard
Gerald
James, Melvin L.
Columbia

Klaus, Michael R.
Rolla
Lehman, Timothy
Owensville
AVIATION

Morris, Tom V.
St. Charles
Rice, Joseph J.
Sulliuan

Rooney, William J.
St. Louis
Sargent, Joseph G., II
Hazelwood

Schmitz, Michael J.
St. Louis
Schusler, David L.
Jackson

Stubbs, Ed L.
Chaffee
Vogel, James S.
St. Louis
Welker, Rick L.
Jackson

Whitaker, Stanley M.
Jefferson City
Michel, A. Gary
St. Louis
DESIGN DRAFTING

Brejcha, Gay C.
Holts Summit
Broman, Bradley G.
Linn
Callarman, Debbie E.
Jefferson City
Chirby, Timothy S.
Licking

Clingman, Tamara J.
Mokane
Dischner, Donald H.
Linn

Doggett, Michael J.
Jefferson City
Fester, Joseph R.
Jefferson City
Francis, Monty L.
Camdenton

Gelven, Caroline L.
Bonnorts Mill
Huether, Keith
Linn
Kauilen, Charles J.
Chamois
Kavehpisheh, Mahnaz
Westphalia

Kirk, Judith E.
Jefferson City
Maroney, Dennis
Linn
Martin, Craig
Linn
Newland, Sharron R.
Fulton
DESIGN DRAFTING

Norton, Douglas M.
Wentzville

Parsons, Michael E.
Linn

Schebaum, Matthew M.
Hermann

Schmitz, Russell A.
St. Louis

Sewell, Eddie D.
Tipton

Gotcher, Lisa L.
Jonesburg

Vance, Phillip E.
Jefferson City

Veltrop, Jody M.
Westphalia

Wells, Michael R.
Licking

Wisehart, Donna V.
Hannibal

Wolfe, Jeff
Linn

Wulff, Thomas J.
Holts Summit
ELECTRONICS

Bell, Michael S.
Jefferson City

Best, Robert
St. Louis

Boehmer, Scott H.
Washington

Brady, Buddy J.
Dixon

Chamberlin, John D.
Jefferson City

Childers, Paul R.
St. Peters

Conoyer, Dan G.
St. Peters

Costigan, Brent W.
Quincy, IL

Crawford, Nicholas J.
Sunrise Beach

Cross, Stephen R.
Linn

Finn, Perri L.
Vienna

Freshour, Jeanne K.
Auxvasse
ELECTRONICS

Friend, Lowell D.
Charleston

Gardner, Warren A.
St. Charles

Haddadi, Mehdi
Jefferson City
Hawkins, Lydia A.
Linn
Henderson, Carl W.
Bowling Green
James, Richard
Jamestown

Kinder, Jeff
Cape Girardeau
Koestner, Russell A.
Russellville
Lewellen, Jon K.
Eolia
Mantle, Mark A.
Jefferson City

Miller, Robert S.
Linn
Nevins, William J.
Jefferson City

Noor-Ulhaq, Afghan
Peshawar, Pakistan
Ott, Michael D.
St. Charles
ELECTRONICS

Peters, Kenny J.
Linn
Potts, Douglas K.
Quincy, Ill.

Redman, Jeffery S.
Wright City
Robinson, Linda S.
Denver, Co.
Rook, Jeffrey E.
Jefferson City
Slaven, John A.
Wellsville

Stiferman, Wendel
Jefferson City
Taubel, Friedrich W.
Villa Ridge

Tauer, Mark J.
Union
Vellema, Bill C.
Jefferson City
Willett, Philip D.
St. Charles
Skeele, Bill A.
St. Louis
MACHINE TOOL

Atchison, Jim, Jr.
St. Clair
Benus, Eldon R.
Mexico
Boon, James C.
Dexter
Brown, Dwayne
Sullivan

Brucker, Richard A.
St. Charles
Crosby, James B.
Parma

Davis, Dennis E.
Braymer
Dement, Robert D.
Dexter
Faron, Stephen L.
Linn
Gaines, Fred H.
Poplar Bluff

Halcomb, John C.
Thayer
Hanns, David
Camdenton
Hassler, Brent
Linn
Haynes, Donald A.
Catawissa
MACHINE TOOL

Hemmann, Steven A.
Uniontown
Imgarten, Dale A.
Salisbury
Iven, Mark
Chamois
Lawson, Tim
St. Clair

Lieneke, Mark A.
Chamois
Meyer, Stanley A.
Hermann
Montgomery, Daniel P.
Linn
Penning, Daniel G.
Hermann

Schierbecker, Steven
Ferguson
Scoles, Dennis C.
Valley Park

Sturm, Steve
Jefferson City
Thomson, Leroy M.
Laquey
Vandillen, Gerard
Linn
Vollertson, Glen J.
Berger

Winkelman, Anthony A.
New Bloomfield
Witthaus, Kevin L.
Hermann
CHEERLEADERS ADD SPIRIT

Pulled muscles, hoarse voices, baking cookies and long practices are some of the behind-the-scenes activities of the Linn Technical College cheerleaders. The year marked a busy one for the squad members: Myrna Sappington, Carol Lohmann, Glenda Radmacher, Renee Gelven, Glenna Boon, and Shirley Van Treece. The Alternates were Donna Wisehart and Kim Riegel. Karen Buckman was the sponsor.

A major change in the 1979-80 squad was the addition of two more cheerleaders than last year's group of four. Tryouts were held in September when members of the faculty and student body selected the most energetic group.

Sugar, spice, chocolate and bananas were some of the ingredients in the treats sold at the bake sales. The cheerleader sponsored bake sales earned enough money to buy two new uniforms. The Student Council matched their earnings and new emblems were also bought. The squad accompanied the basketball team to many “away” games and bolstered their spirits at “home” contests.

It will be a challenge for cheerleaders in years to come to achieve the spirit and enthusiasm of the 1979-80 Tech Cheerleaders. (top) Myrna Sappington Renee Gelven Kim Riegel Shirley Van Treece, Carol Lohmann Glenda Radmacher, Glenna Boon, Donna Wisehart (bottom) Cheerleaders pose for LOKI pictures.

OPPOSITE PAGE: (top l.) The squad surrounds Mrs. Buckman; (top r.) The cheerleaders hardest and favorite mount; (center) Glenna Boon hams it up!; (bottom l.) Cheerleaders build; (bottom r.) On the stairs (from the top) Kim Riegel, Glenna Boon, Renee Gelven, Glenda Radmacher, Carol Lohmann, Myrna Sappington, Shirley Van Treece and Donna Wisehart.
LINN TECH BASEBALL


LINN TECH BASKETBALL


LaRon Wilson acting like one of the Harlem Globetrotters with Randy Lewis supervising.

Randy Lewis shoots for two.
[top l.] Denny McLaughlin shows how easy it really is; [top r.] LaRon Wilson drives in for the score; and (bottom) Mike Jarvis shows that other than basketball, he also has an interest in ballet.
(top l.) Randy Lewis shakes hands with the opposing team’s captain; (top r.) Mike Bottoms; (center l.) Mike Bottoms; (bottom l.) Mike Bottoms and Lonnie Brown; and (bottom r.) Lonnie Brown goes in for the shot.
(top left) Cheerleaders perform. (top right) Perry Finn dribbles down court. (bottom left) Lonnie Brown gets ready for a tipoff. (bottom right) Lonnie Brown shoots for two.
LINN TECH GOLF


Richard Ray showing teammates how to tee off.
SOFTBALL

(clockwise from top l.) Lowell Friend; Bob Schuckmann, Brian DeClue, and Jeff Redmon; Bill Rooney, Lydia Hawkins, and Doug Potts; Schuckmann, Warren Gardner and Mike Schmitz; the Darnell twins and their mother; and Schuckmann, DeClue and Hawkins.
The winning team, Electronics I, consisted of (front row, l. to r.): Scott Boehmer, Robert Best, Lydia Hawkins, Warren Gardner and Nicholas Crawford, (back row) Mark Tauer, Doug Potts, Jeff Redmon, Paul Childers, Lowell Friend, and Bill Skeele. (left) Lydia Hawkins delivers a strike. (right) Part of the Aviation team (front) Gary Michel, Larry Adair, and Bill Rooney, (back) Frank Rericha, Mitch Behnen and Mike Schmitz.
Miller Beer sponsored the One-On-One basketball tourney held in January. The four finalists were Stan Meyer, Paul Britt, Myron Fischer and Alan Mitchell. The playoffs were held in February, after the LOKI had gone to press. (top l.) Paul Britt and Myron Fischer; (bottom l.) Stan Meyer; (bottom r.) Wendell Johnson and John Slavens.
(top) Dale Cook aims for two. (bottom left) Warren Hamilton dribbles around opponent. (bottom right) Doug Norton taking the ball down court around Paul Britt. Basketball intramurals were started in late January and the winners were not known at the time of publication. A total of 14 teams were in the competition.
VOLLEYBALL

[top] Champion volleyball team, from left to right Warren Gardner, Jeff Redman, Bob Best, Doug Potts, Lowell Friend, Perry Finn, Buddy Brady and Scott Boehmer. (bottom left) Perri Finn spikes the ball during championship playoffs. (bottom right) Steve Shierbecker. (bottom center) Bob Best spikes the ball into the net.
BOWLING

(top) Terri Nabours, (bottom) Joe Rice

(top) Ray Kamischke and Wally Bradshaw enter Rainbow Lanes, (center) James Baker, (bottom) Jerry Huse
WELCOME BACK PARTY

Clockwise from above: Mr. Franken; Mike Schmitz; Dan Valleroy; the crowd; and (center) Carol Lohmann and friend.
Clockwise from the top left: Donna Wisehart; Mike Klaus and Glenda Radmacher; Southernaires banjo picker; David Darnell; Steve Green; and Rick Hawkinberry.
Pool tables, Foosball tables, pinball machines and refreshments are the main interest of most students who visit the lounge. (above) Bob Best prepares to shoot the cue ball in corner pocket. (below) Rusty Harris.

(top) Students gather at the new pinball machine. (bottom) Mike Mosley playing chess.
STUDENT SENATE

(below) From left to right: Carol Lohmann, President; Glenda Radmacher, Vice President; Dan Valleroy, Secretary; Rex Mitchner, Treasurer; Dan Corum, Committee Chairman.
Students in the different departments attending meetings. Some looking quite interested — then again some look like they had a rough night before. In these meetings students decide on activities and bring up new ideas for the school and the students themselves.
LOKI STAFF

[top r.] Sue Walker; [bottom l.] Jeff Kinder, Doug Black; [bottom r.] Julie Stewart.
NEWSPAPER STAFF

{top l. to r.} Jeff Kinder, Debbie Callarman, Rex Mitchner; Donna Wisehart, Doug Black, Glenda Radmacher. {center} Craig Martin, cartoonist. {bottom l.} Rex and Debbie exchange ideas. {bottom r.} Rex Mitchener, Editor
(top right) Karen Buckman, Women's Outreach Director and cheerleading sponsor smiling pretty. (top left) Cathy Pfieffer, Karen's assistant worn out after her five mile run. (below) Eighteen of the women on campus participating in the "Cans For Christmas" collection.
CAVE CLUB

(above) Members of Cave Club. (left) Rex Mitchner, President, Doug Black, Vice President, Scott Brauks, Secretary, Mark Chiodini, Treasurer.
HAM CLUB

Top, Harold Pennington sitting at the controls. Above, l. to r., Harold, Jeff Redman, Doug Brewer, and Carl Henderson.

Left, Brent Castigan reads a book, above right Carl Henderson studies a schematic and Terry Schoen works on equipment (above).
WORK STUDY

(above left) Mike Jarvis (above right) Leroy Thomson (below left) Jana Bacon (below right) Glenda Radmacher
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

Large crowd turns out for prizes from this Miller Beer sponsored activity. Monday Night Football was a huge success with free soda, popcorn and the most important ingredient, friends.
(top left) Wally Bradshaw picks his prize after his number was drawn. (bottom left) Mark Chiodini is surprised by the camera. (bottom right) Danny Conoyer and Phil Willett play pinball.
HALLOWEEN DANCE

Clockwise from upper left: Ron Deuser, First Place Winner; Myrna Sappington and Ralph Reynolds; Scott Brauks; Mr. and Mrs. Dan Valleroy enjoying their honeymoon at the dance with friends; Craig Reith and Mike Slenker; Lisa Hartzell; Dan Corum and Mike Slenker; Linda Robison and Scott Brauks; Judy Kirk, Cathy Pfeiffer and Vickie Rogers.
Clockwise from upper left: Mike McDonald; Rodney Hill and girlfriend; band members; Ken Knickerbocker; Julie Stewart and Carol Lohmann; Dan Corum; Lisa Hartzell and Ralph Reynolds; Jana Bacon and Linda Robison; Mark Choidini coming out of the tunnel. Center picture: Halloween Dance Costume Winners Ron Deuser [1st], Mark Anglum [2nd], and Mrs. Mark Anglum [3rd].
Above, Steve Faron helps himself to refreshments; top r., Larry Adair; r. center, Chris Pace loses his sheet and Kipp Girolamo wonders what he sat in. Right, Glenda Rachmacher, Donna Wisehart, Linda Robison and Mahnaz Karehpisheh.
L. to r.: Steve Faron, Mike Gerloff, Russ Schmitz, Gary Milner, Larry Pollard, and Jerry Dussold.

L.: Tim Gill, above, Russ Schmitz. Above, Donna Wischhart
FLAG FOR HOSTAGES

Left, students fly the "50" flag for American hostages in Iran. Right, Donna Wischart (Betsy Ross herself) who sewed the flag. Bottom, l. to r., Rex Mitchner, Leroy Thomson, Glenda Radmacher, Carol Lohmann, Dan Valleroy and Paul Childers.
CHRISTMAS AT LINN TECH

Top, the women of Linn Tech collect cans of food from each class to give to the needy for Christmas. Bottom, Santa Claus gives candy to the children in the old high school gym.
LOKI LAUGHS

Kipp Digirolamo is carried from the party after wetting his sheet.

OK, you guys, who swiped one of my cards?

Myrna Sappington makes Jeff Bristow promise not to tell Ralph.

Doug Black asks a lady friend why girls have more ribs.

Smile, it's for the yearbook!
Dan Corum cries at the death of his bedroom curtain.

Rex Mitchner strangles girlfriend at local party.

Jim Glavin stacking the deck for his next victim.

Steve Uhlmeyer claims he can't take a test without his cigar.

Mike Slenker and Mark Neurnburger this year's winner of the Ugly Mug contest.

Terry, if you don't give me my card back, I'm going to tear your head off.
Russ Glasgow spills his lunch.

Carol Lohmann and Glenda Radmacher plan to take their act to the Gong Show.

John Gahagan sleep walks at a local party.

Another exciting test day, and some students find it hard to cope.

Mike Dickneite has a clearance sale on smiles.
Mr. Livingston and Bill James meet in the lounge to exchange jokes.

Glen Woods takes time from his busy schedule to stroll the campus.

Jerry Buckman helps Karen win the World’s Record for ice cream eating.

Myrna Sappington models the Class of 1980 T-Shirt.
The 1980 LOKI is dedicated to Mr. James Paul Symmonds, Director of Special Services at Linn Tech. It was Mr. Symmonds, years ago, that gave the name "LOKI" to our yearbook.

Mr. Symmonds, in addition to writing proposals for grants and funds for the college, works with and for the students in every way he can. He sponsors both the Student Council and the Cave Club — probably the most active groups on campus.

Because he is the students friend, the staff respectfully dedicates this volume to him.
Once again the yearbook staff has met the February deadline. I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the staff and our advisor, Mr. Livingston, for making this book the finest ever born unto Linn Tech.

Changes were made that sets this book apart from other LOKI yearbooks. Some of which are more copy, more captions, more words. I believe it was worth the extra work.

I wish to thank the Student Council and the student body for making 1979-80 at Linn Tech so much fun. The memory of the dances, movies, games, clubs — how I wish we could have captured it all.

This year has been a triumph for Linn Tech and I am proud to have been part of it.

Daniel L. Cowan